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Message

Direct route: Urgent Care Centre/ A&E
Should be directed to the Acute Stone Service in house

Elective route: Virtual or F2F clinic
Ideally with imaging to help triage

(Sector-wide changes???)
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Ultrasound

Pros Cons

No radiation Operator dependent
Portable Limited by body habitus
Can detect hydronephrosis Cannot visualize entire ureter
Accessibility Limited images/views recorded
Cheap



CT

Pros Cons

Immediate Radiation dose (ALARA - low dose)
Stone density/location/size Radiology dept (not portable)
Other pathology in 25% Expensive (relatively)
Gold standard for acute colic



Message

NCCT Gold standard for imaging renal colic

Alternative: US

IVU : obsolete
MR: only used selectively in pregnancy



Treatments



BAUS Renal Colic Audit Nov 2020



MAJORITY of acute stones pass spontaneously



Percutaneous nephrolithotomy

Flexible Ureterorenoscopy/ laser 

Lithotripsy

(ESWL)



Germany
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Message

Tamsulosin 400mcg daily for distal ureteric stones
- no evidence better than placebo in SUSPEND
- some meta-analyses suggest benefit

Shockwave Lithotripsy almost as effective as 
Ureteroscopy&Laser



Stents





27 year old female management consultant

Presented with right renal colic (during work trip to 

Beijing)

Had analgesia

Flew back to UK

Pyrexial 

CRP 170











81 year old

Referred from local hospital

CT suggested obstructed left urinary tract

4-5mm distal left ureteric stone
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Management?

Nephrostomy vs Stent
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Message

Infected obstructed kidney = EMERGENCY

Stent vs Nephrostomy

Stent morbidity



Metabolic testing



Metabolic Screening

Serum biochemistry

24 hour urinary profiles

Stone Analysis
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The value of repeating a test:
Metabolic profiles 

Saskia Verhagen, Jeremy Cox, Ranan DasGupta
St Mary’s Hospital, Imperial College NHS Healthcare Trust, London, UK

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: 
The use of 24 hour urinary metabolic profile testing is
accepted as part of the investigation of underlying causes for
renal stone formation. Typically this will include an acidic and
a non-acidic sample for a full profile. In conjunction with
serum biochemistry and stone analysis, the results are then
generally used to guide dietary modifications.
However, it is unclear how accurate such a ‘snapshot’ result
is, especially in the context of diet, and how frequently one
should consider repeating this, in order to limit the inherent
variability.
We aim to review the urinary biochemistry in patients
presenting through our metabolic unit.

METHODS:
Over a 2 year period we reviewed all recurrent stone formers
who underwent a 24 hour urinary collection. We recorded
the serum and urinary biochemistry, with the aim of
recording variability of urinary calcium, oxalate, phosphate,
urate, and how this differed after an interval period.

CONCLUSIONS:

Although a 24hour urine sample aims to offer a perspective
of the urinary milieu across a time period, it is still
nevertheless a ‘snapshot’, with multiple factors (including
recent diet, etc) affecting the results. The role of a 2nd reading
may improve the pick-up rate of abnormalities, but there
appears limited advantage in checking them for a 3rd time in
the absence of any dietary changes.

The dietary modifications recommended on the basis of a 24
hour urinary collection should be considered in the context of
whether the metabolic profile should be repeated. While it
would be useful to have an HbA1C-style static representation
of dynamic results, until this is available it seems reasonable
to repeat the profile, for accurate interpretation of the
results.
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RESULTS:
From a total of 140 patients, a total of 46% had a repeat 24
hour urine profile at some stage. 23 patients had 3 or more
urine collections performed; of these, 3 were persistently
hypercalciuric, and 1 persistently hyperoxaluric; none were
persistently hyperuricosuric, with no change in medication.
There was little difference in pick-up rate between samples 2
and 3.

Figure 1
Example of 3 patients with upto 4 samples of 24 urine
profiles, with urinary calcium levels (mmol/l) illustrated,
alongside the mean sample value.



Message

Serum tests: UE/ Ca/ urate/ Vit D/ PTH
Urinary tests: 24 hr urine tests


